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One thing that sets the University of Georgia School of Law apart from 
other top law schools nationwide is our culture of authentic relationships. 
+¡ąÓÿėÜ§÷ÿĢ§®Đ®Óäï÷ÿóäÜºäÜ§÷đÂÿ¿÷ÿą§®Üÿ÷ɎäÜ§÷ÿ¿ÿ
deepen as graduates become accomplished advocates. Classmates maintain 
their friendships long after they depart Athens. Professional contacts 
established outside of the Classic City grow stronger once a Law Dawg 
connection is realized. Likewise, scholarship recipients form lasting, 
Ú®ÜÂÜº¸ąÓÿÂ®÷đÂÿ¿§äÜäó÷Ƚɜ
SOME EXAMPLES OF THESE LATTER RELATIONSHIPS INCLUDE:
iÌº³ĄiĄÞĈɞEɐɐɭȱȰɟÜ§¿®óÂÜąºąóÓ÷¡¿äÓó÷¿Âïó®¡ÂïÂ®Üÿȷĥó÷ÿɏė®ó
student Amber Greenaway, have a quality connection that one can readily 
see when they are in the same room or talk about one another. Parks – 
whose professional identity includes being a lawyer, businesswoman, 
ąÿ¿äóȷÚäóÿÂ¡ÂÜȷqï®ó÷äÜÓÂÿėȷÚäÿÂĐÿÂäÜÓ÷ï®Ð®óÜ§÷ä¡ÂÓ¡ÿÂĐÂ÷ÿ
Ɏ®÷ÿÓÂ÷¿®§¿®ó÷¡¿äÓó÷¿Âïÿä÷ï®¡Âĥ¡ÓÓė®Ü®ĥÿĥó÷ÿɏº®Ü®óÿÂäÜ
¡äÓÓ®º®ºó§ąÿ®đ¿ä¿÷§®ÚäÜ÷ÿóÿ®§ĥÜÜ¡ÂÓÜ®®§Ƚ
Dale (J.D.’86) and Cindy Green Hughes created the Hughes-Green 
Family Scholarship with the purpose of supporting students who have the 
ability to be exceptional law students and leaders in law school activities. 
The couple established this scholarship to recognize and honor both of 
their parents who set an example for them by giving “all they could to help 
ÿ¿®Ú¡¿Â®Đ®ÿ¿®Âó®§ą¡ÿÂäÜÓºäÓ÷Ƚɗq¿®ė®ÓÂ®Đ®ÂÜɖ÷äđÂÜºÿ¿®÷®®§÷ɗ
Ü§ó®ÿąóÜÂÜºÿ¿®ÂóɖÓ®÷÷ÂÜº÷¸äóäÿ¿®ó÷Ƚɗq¿®Âó÷¡¿äÓó÷¿Âïđ÷ĥó÷ÿ
awarded in 2004. 
zÌºGºêêºđÌIɐQÏááģóó³QºèóĄÏáq­ÌóáĄĈÌÏĀ,ėê³was established 
ÂÜÚ®Úäóėä¸Âÿ÷ÜÚ®÷Ð®ȷđ¿ä¸ÿ®ó®óÜÂÜº¿Â÷Óđ§®ºó®®ÂÜȖȞȜȚ
practiced law in Atlanta for more than 35 years. Millwood served as 
ÚÜºÂÜºïóÿÜ®óÿÿ¿ó®®§ÂĢ®ó®ÜÿÓđĥóÚ÷ÂÜ¡Óą§ÂÜºN®Ó÷äÜLąÓÓÂÜ÷
eÂÓ®ėÜ§i¡óäóäąº¿ȷđ¿®ó®¿®đäóÐ®§¸äó¿Â÷Ó÷ÿȖȝė®ó÷Ƚq¿Â÷
scholarship was created by donations from his colleagues at Nelson Mullins 
and his friends and family. Millwood’s legacy is being furthered by the 
ÂÜąºąóÓó®¡ÂïÂ®Üÿä¸¿Â÷÷¡¿äÓó÷¿ÂïɎȗȕȖȚÓąÚÜą÷-®äóº®iȽeėȷđ¿ä
is currently an associate at Nelson Mullins specializing in government 
relations, state and local administrative law and regulatory proceedings, 
and business litigation. 
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Phaedra Parks (J.D.’98) (left) poses with her 
scholar, ﬁrst-year student Amber Greenaway.
Dale Hughes (J.D.’86) (left) is pictured with 
Hughes-Green Family Scholar, second-year student 
Gary McGinty. 
Last year, Sharron Millwood, Ken’s wife, spent 
time with Millwood Scholars, third-year student 
Tyler Sandifer (left) and George Ray (J.D.’15).
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